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When Emma's father goes to the hospital for surgery, she is sent to stay with
Aunt Bea the "terror" and kindly Uncle Crispin. Emma wonders how she will
survive two weeks with the always hostile Aunt Bea.

Luckily, Emma makes a friend, Bertie, and the two girls begin a project on the
beach. Together they build tiny houses out of stones, shells, and all sorts of sea
treasures. Here at the beach with Bertie, Emma finds comfort and friendship and
takes pride in her carefully planned village.

Then one day Emma and Bertie's village is destroyed...
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Emma, 10, is sent to stay with her aunt and uncle during her father's bypass surgery. With her constant,
caustic jibes and her sudden, braying laugh, Aunt Bea lives up to her reputation as a "terror"; in Emma's
words, "Aunt Bea's remarks about people were like being punched in the same spot over and over again."
Emma overhears exchanges that reveal Bea's history as an alcoholic; she is perceptive enough to recognize
her Uncle Crispin's fear of a relapse, to note occasional chinks in Bea's armor and to grasp that Bea has
developed the habit of resentment"a kind of addiction, too." Acting out her malice, Bea destroys Emma's sole
object of pleasure during her visita miniature village built with her friend Bertie from material scavenged on
the beachand Emma departs with a hot lump of hatred in her throat. Her hatred dissolves, however, upon
finding evidence of her aunt's bitter, sad self-knowledge; in its place comes a measure of understanding and
the ability to take her first untroubled breath in days. Fox's mastery of characterization is fully apparent in
this quiet but intensely affecting story. She deftly draws us into Emma's experience, perfectly capturing the
simultaneous naivete and wisdom with which Emma regards the puzzle that is her aunt. Using simple but
telling imagery and beautifully lucid prose, she traces the associative, instinctively hopeful workings of a
child's mind. Equally remarkable are the nuances with which Fox renders the acerbic, seemingly
impenetrable Bea. Her portrayal compels readers to consider the tragic consequences of such acrimonyto
wonder, as Emma does, what it would be like "to be a person people were happy not to see," and ultimately
to share in the subtle but redemptive compassion that is among the novel's finest achievements. A Richard
Jackson Book. Ages 10-12.
Copyright 1988 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From the Publisher
When Emma's father goes to the hospital for surgery, she is sent to stay with Aunt Bea the "terror" and
kindly Uncle Crispin. Emma wonders how she will survive two weeks with the always hostile Aunt Bea.

Luckily, Emma makes a friend, Bertie, and the two girls begin a project on the beach. Together they build
tiny houses out of stones, shells, and all sorts of sea treasures. Here at the beach with Bertie, Emma finds
comfort and friendship and takes pride in her carefully planned village.

Then one day Emma and Bertie's village is destroyed...

From the Inside Flap
When Emma's father goes to the hospital for surgery, she is sent to stay with Aunt Bea the "terror" and
kindly Uncle Crispin. Emma wonders how she will survive two weeks with the always hostile Aunt Bea.

Luckily, Emma makes a friend, Bertie, and the two girls begin a project on the beach. Together they build
tiny houses out of stones, shells, and all sorts of sea treasures. Here at the beach with Bertie, Emma finds
comfort and friendship and takes pride in her carefully planned village.



Then one day Emma and Bertie's village is destroyed...

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Beverly Brown:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information quicker to share.
You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon. You will
observe that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. The book that recommended for your
requirements is The Village by the Sea this reserve consist a lot of the information with the condition of this
world now. That book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that
writer use for explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some study when he makes this
book. Here is why this book acceptable all of you.

William Bellard:

This The Village by the Sea is new way for you who has fascination to look for some information given it
relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or else you
who still having bit of digest in reading this The Village by the Sea can be the light food in your case
because the information inside this particular book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books acquire
itself in the form that is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in
guide form make them feel tired even dizzy this publication is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading
a publication especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for a person. So , don't
miss that! Just read this e-book sort for your better life along with knowledge.

Bruce Benedict:

As a student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or make
summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's spirit or real their
passion. They just do what the educator want, like asked to go to the library. They go to presently there but
nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring along with can't see
colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this era, many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's
country. Therefore , this The Village by the Sea can make you feel more interested to read.

Preston Garza:

Many people said that they feel fed up when they reading a guide. They are directly felt this when they get a
half portions of the book. You can choose typically the book The Village by the Sea to make your personal
reading is interesting. Your skill of reading expertise is developing when you similar to reading. Try to
choose easy book to make you enjoy to read it and mingle the opinion about book and looking at especially.
It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and go through it. Beside that the reserve The Village



by the Sea can to be a newly purchased friend when you're really feel alone and confuse with what must
you're doing of their time.
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